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25 October 2018
School Logo Design Competition
Dear Parents/Carers
Over the past year, our School Council have been working incredibly hard to revise our mission statement;
it has been several years since this last happened and the children have been keen to update it and ensure
it is relevant to the current community. Our mission statement ‘Tree’ now looks like this:
We are hard working
We believe in ourselves and others
We try every day to achieve our potential
We show respect to each other and creation
We try to make a difference in the world
We are observant
We love
We are brave
We are patient
We help others
We are generous
Alongside this, they also spent time looking at the school slogan, ‘Together in Christ’, and comparing it with
other slogans. After careful consideration, the children felt that they would like the slogan to remain
unchanged as it is a true reflection of our school and its community.
The School Council then turned their attention to the school logo. Our current logo - depicting a dove
emerging from hands - has remained untouched for many years; the children felt that they would like to
change it and introduce some fresh ideas. Each class then received a visit from the School Council to
compare and discuss various logos and come to an agreement about what our new logo could contain.
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The final list of agreed elements is as follows:



 Cross
Using the letters STF (St. Francis) for a logo with the ‘T’ appearing as a cross
 Plants/Flowers (possibly combined with a cross)
 People (to represent being together)
 Holding Hands (to show unity)
 A globe (to show unity)

The School Council would now like to launch a competition to design our next school logo! However, they
would like to stress that this competition is not only open to pupils; we would like to invite ALL members of
our community who are creative and budding artists to have a go as well.
Requirements:





All logo designs should be drawn on the provided template and stay within the circle
All logo designs should be produced as an outline, not coloured in
At least one of the agreed elements should play a part of your design
Simplicity is the key to a successful logo - we would advise against including all agreed elements

Logo designs should be completed and returned to the school office by Friday 30th November. If you
require more templates, please ask your child’s class teacher and they will provide you with additional
copies.
We look forward to seeing your masterpieces!
Regards,

S Groves
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